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Background: The
Chestnut Tree in
American Life

✤

✤

✤

Critical to forest ecosystem
health
Economic value: Circa 1900,
accounted for ~25% of
hardwood trees in Eastern
United States
Deeply ingrained in American
heritage

Chestnut
blight
introduced... 
✤

✤

✤

1870s, Cryphonectria parasitica
brought to US from Japan
Discovered 1904, fungus
eradicated 3-5 billion trees
Releases oxalic acid, resulting
in cankers (pictured, via
PopSci)

Restoring the American Chestnut: 
Back-Cross Breeding Program
✤

✤

✤

The American Chestnut Foundation Backcross Breeding Program
Research Approach: Some success has come from mating the
American chestnut and Chinese chestnut — and then back-crossing
the resulting hybrid with another American tree
Dilemmas:
✤

✤

Chestnut has ~45,000 genes; back-crossing introduces 1/16
Chinese chestnut genes, or 2,800 non-native genes to modified
tree.
Conventional cross-breeding methods lack precision

Restoring the American Chestnut: 
Transgenic Breeding Program
✤

✤

William Powell & Chuck Maynard at SUNY-ESF
Research Approach: Oxalate oxidase (OxO) gene can be used to
“detoxify” oxalic acid released by cankers to raise blight resistance.
✤

✤

Not registered as a pesticide, but considered a plant
incorporated protectant — and is therefore regulated by EPA
OxO gene in wheat is already eaten by billions of people daily

Legal Questions

✤

Regulatory Progress --- Coordinated Framework (USDA, EPA, FDA)

✤

Intellectual Property and ethical questions of biopiracy
✤

Do not want to profit, but:

✤

Want to protect SUNY-ESF from risk

✤

Considering trademark

Public
Engagement

✤

✤

✤

Transparency efforts
Local media coverage and
growing social media presence
Crowd-funding campaign

“Risk” and Social Implications 
✤

✤

Tree biotechnology presents risks unique to other plants and crops:
✤

Time required to mature or selectively breed

✤

“Released” into wild; concerns of gene flow

✤

“De-extinction” & the consequences for evolved ecosystem?

Social Implications:
✤

Partnership with Oak Ridge National Lab brings negative
association with Atomic Bomb

✤

Native American populations’ concerns

✤

Fear of wheat gene and Celiac Disease!

Clarifying questions? 
Would you like to add
anything?

Break-out questions: 
1. What are the science claims, legitimate or questionable, being made? Who is making those claims?
2. Are there societal contexts or underlying values associated with particular science claims?
3. What are the main mechanisms scientists and science organizations are using to communicate/engage with lay
audiences?
4. How do the main communication/engagement mechanisms about science reflect societal contexts and underlying
values?
5. What seemed to work well or not work well with these mechanisms? Why?
6. From this point forward, what would you do differently to communicate/engage with lay audiences about
science?
7. If you could start from scratch, what key considerations would be important to incorporate to develop a science
communication/engagement plan?
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